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The question of existence of random solutions of nonlinear random operator 
equations involving a monotonic nonlinenriy is discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we discuss the question of esistence of random solutions of 
random nonlinear operator equations where the nonlineariries are of the 
monotonic type. In the deterministic case the theory of monotone operators 
and its application to nonlinear integral and differential equations has heen 
extensively developed over the last decade. But in the theor>- of random 
nonlinear equations, to our best knowledge, most of the recent work has heen 
applications of Banach’s contraction mapping theorem. i\‘e propose to 
apply the results from the theory of monotone operators in the deterministic 
case and the results from the theory of random operators in order to obtain 
random solutions of nonlinear operator equations. 
Let us consider the nonlinear operator equation 
lvhere E is a linear differential operator and 3’ is a nonlinear operator oker a 
real Hilbert space S. If. +“(Ej. the null space of E, is trivial then we can rewrite 
the abow equation as 
II + E-‘Nu = 0, 
and this is a nonlinear integral equation of the Hammerstein t!.pe. Linder 
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suitable monotonicit!- and growth hypotheses on E and S this equation can be 
studied for the existence of solutions. For a detailed survey of existence results 
for Hammerstein equations where the nonlinearity S is of monotonic type. 
one is referred to Browder [4] and \‘ainberg [26]. In the case when I\’ is not 
monotone but satisfies a Lipschitz condition, esistence results may be seen 
in Dolph [I I] and Kolodner [ 181. And when ,Y satisfies suitable growth 
hypotheses, Xmann [I] obtains existence results using the Schauder fised 
point theorem. However, when I 1 ‘(E) is not trivial and, in particuIar, when 0 
(for simplicity’s sake) is an eigenvalue of the associated eigen\,alue problem of 
E, the above technique would not be applicable. This method corresponds to 
the case of nonlinear perturbations at resonance and a method to consider 
the nonlinear equation for the esistence of solutions is known as the method of 
“=\lternative Problems.” This method, which dates back to Lyapunov and 
Schmidt, was cast in a functional analytic setting by Cesari [8] and has since 
heen applied to numerous problem s in partial and ordinary differential 
equations. .\n estensive account of these applications may he found in 
C’esari [9], Hale [14], and nIa\r-hin [Xl. EssentialI!-, the method consists in 
splitting the differential equation into an equivalent system of two operator 
equations, one of which is over. k’(E) and the other is over ..t “(E)‘. Thus we 
invert E over ..t ‘(E)’ (the generalized inverse of E) and obtain a Hammerstein 
equation over . t’(E)‘. I-Ising the results from the theor!- of Hammerstein 
equations, we so1i.e this equation and we are thus left with an equation over 
I f”(E).The case when.,l*(E)is not trivial and .Vis monotone has beendiscussed 
recently by C’esari and Rannan [IO]. Gustafson and Sather [13], and Kannan 
and Locker [16]. 
The systematic study of random equations employing the methods of 
functional anal!-sis was initiated mainly in the C’zechoslovak school under 
Spacek. The recent book of Bharucha-Reid [2] is an excellent introduction 
to the various treatments of random equations in the framework of functional 
analysis. For other espository papers we refer to Saaty [25], Grenander [l2], 
and Hans [IS]. A random operator equation is an equation of the type 
where J-(W) is a known function and T(w) is an operator from R ,.I .I- into I* 
where A- and 1. are Banach spaces and Q is a measurable space. The chief 
feature in the theory of random equations distinguishing it from the deter- 
ministic case is the fact that besides the basic questions of the deterministic 
case, e.g., esistence, uniqueness, etc., there is the important question of 
measurability of the solution. This is where one needs further information 
on the nature of the solution and the operators involved so that one can infer 
the measurability of the solution. In Section 2 we define rhese concepts 
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precisely and esplain b!, examples how one may ohtain a solution to the ran- 
dom equation for each w, but the solution may fail to he measurahle. In this 
paper we proceed to obtain the randomness of the solution as follows. For 
each fised cu in 0 we obtain the esistence of a solution from the deterministic 
case and obtain appropriate continuity and random properties of the operators 
involved. The randomness of the solution is then obtained either direct11 
or by obtaining iterative techniques for the solution. and we conclude that 
the solution is random Gnce the initial choice and the operators involved arr: 
also so. The chief class of random operators that we will deal with are random 
differential operators. There are three different \va\.s in which a rdndnm 
differential equation ma\ arise: (i) the coetficients are random. (ii) the 
boundary conditions are random. and (iii) the ditierential operator is deter- 
ministic but the nonlinearities are random. An example of (i) is a nonlinear 
ditferential equation of the form 
\” + n(w) s’ + b(w) 1 =- f(.\. w), 
where the coefficients O(W) and h(c,,j arc random \-ariables with a given joint 
distribution. Stochastic differential equations with random coefticients arise in 
engineering applications whew [he\- dcscrihe the influence of fluctuations in 
system parameters on overall performance. XS in the deterministic case. the 
question of random Green’s functions and related topics arise [2]. 
;\R an example of (ii) we consider 
\.” + ,\y z: o( \‘) 
.> 
Y(O) == 0. .s’( I ) + [(CO, s( I ) = 0. 
Such problems arise. for esample. in the study of transverse vibrations of an 
elastic string. The string is t&d at v == 0. And the support coefficient E(W) 
is a nonnegati\,e real valued random \wiahle. For a discussion of the asso- 
ciated eigenvalue problem and relutt-d question:. see [2]. 
Finall!- an rquation of the t!.pe 
v” + grad G( v) :z ~(1. w) 
Y(O) = r(hj, x’(0) = v’( 7,s) 
is an example of (iii). This represents the equation of motion of a cnnservatii-e 
system subject to random periodic disturbances. 
Random Hammerstein equations ha\-e been studied recently by Bharucha- 
Reid [2], Padgett and Tsokos [23]. and others. The basic idea stems from the 
work of Spacek and Hans [ 151 on random fised point theorems. The general 
approach has been to obtain a random wrsion of the Banach contraction 
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mapping theorem, and the iterative technique thereby available implies the 
measurability of the solution. 
The moti\-ation for the present paper stems from the recent work of Nashed 
and Salehi [22] on the randomness of the generalized inverse of a linear 
operator. Spacek studied the measurability of invertible linear random 
mappings and this was estended by Hans [IS] for linear abstract spaces. 
Howe\-er. as WC pointed out earlier, when we consider random ditferential 
equations where the random difierential operator has a nontri\-ial nullspace 
we need to work with the generalized inverse of the linear operator, and, the 
randomness of the generalized in\-erse having been prowd by Nashed and 
Salehi [Xl. we are in a position to discuss the randomness of the solution to 
our problems. 
Another point that we would like to remark is the conversion of the random 
differential equation over a space Q ‘Y .7i, 0 being a probability space and .v 
bring a separable reflexive Banach space, into one o\w a Hilbcrt space S 
containing .I-. This concept (cf. [I]) which has heen widely used in integral 
equations corresponds to the concept of “ stronger and weaker spaces” in 
the sense of Padgett and Tsokos [??I. 
In Section 3 of the paper we introduce the necessary basic concepts from 
the theory of nonlinear functional analysis and the theory of random opera- 
tors. Section 3 deals with random Hammerstein equations. These results are 
applied in Section 4 to random nonlinear differential equations. \\‘e conclude 
the paper hv considering some rsamples in Section 5. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we state some results and definitions from nonlinear func- 
tional analysis and random operator theory as they relate to this paper. 
DEFINITIONS. For a real Banach space S, let A-*, be its dual, 11 11 he the 
norm and ( , ) denote the pairing between .I- and ,Y”. The symbol . will 
be used to denote inner product over a real Hilhert space. 
2.1. .A nonlinear operator A’ mapping .Y into a Banach space 1. is said to 
satisfy a Lip~chit~ rotldition if for any real numher 6 I‘- 0 there exists a real 
numher k(S) such that for any pair of elements .x, J’ E A- satisfying 11 s 11 , 
11~ // -< ~3 we have 
2.2. .A nonlinear operator IV from a Banach space .Y into a Banach space 
1. is said to be hounded if AT takes bounded sets of S into hounded sets of Iv. 
2.3. .A real Banach space .I- is said to be in nortnulposifion [I] with respect 
to a real Hitbert space S if 
(i) .I-’ C S C -V, algebraically and topologically. 
(ii) u. 23 s = (u, V) where 14 E -Y ‘. E’ E S, and 
(iii) S is dense in .I-. 
As an esample of a space S in normal position we ma!- consider .1- == I,,(Q). 
S’ = I%(Q). .I-” = I.,,,(Q) where R is a bounded measurable subset of Eucli- 
dean space, I 5.; p : 2 and p’ = p’(p - I). F or other examples one can look 
at the Sobolev spaces H,, [19], Orlicz spaces [27] and KBthe spaces. 
2.4. X nonlinear operator .\’ from .\- into .I -’ is said to be monotone if 
(,1-s - A’.\,, .v - \‘j 1: 0 for all x. J E D( -I’). 
As an example of a monotone operator in view of the present paper let 
(S, B, I-L) be a positiw measure space. For any monotone operator S on a 
Hilbert space .S we define .v on 2. = L2(.IM. S) b! 
.7’ E *V(u) .=. PY( ,) E IVU( .) 3.e. on -1.. 
Then i? is monotone over the appropriate domain. 
Another important class of monotone operators are furnished by sub- 
differentials of conver functions. Let v be a conves functional on a real 
Hilbert space S such that v z + ~8. The subdifferential 5~ of p‘ defined b! 
j’ E ty(.v) *=. vg E s, v(E) I:: q+) + ?‘, L$ - s 
is monotone in S [3]. Examples of subdifferentials arising in the application 
of monotone operators in partial differential equations may be seen in 
Brezis [3]. 
2.5. A monotone operator .\’ from .I- into .V” is said to be n~asirrrnl 
monotone if it is maximal in the sense of ordering by inclusion of graphs. 
\\‘e note that an!- monotone operator which is continuous over the entire 
real Banach space .I- is masimal monotone. Thus in the earlier esample if .V 
is maximal monotone and p(x) <: ,x8, then ;v is maximal monotone. Also if v 
is lower semicontinuous then the subdifferential 69 is maximal monotone [3]. 
2.6. .\n operator .\- from a subset D of a real Banach space S into .V’” 
is said to be hemicontinuous if VU E D, v E .I-, u + 1,,7! E D where I,. “:.: 0. 
t,, 1 0 implies :V(U + t,,zv) converges weakly to n:u. 
1.7. An operator S is locali-1s bounded if N ,( E D. II g D and II,, converges in 
.I- to u implies ,Yu,, is bounded. 
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2.8. ,\’ is said to be demiconfinuous if u, E D and u, + u in S implies 
:T’u, converges weakly to Nu. 
In Theorems I, II, and III below S is assumed to be reflexive. 
2.9. THEOREM I [5, 211. Let A’: .Y --t I Y * be monotone. Then S is mmirnal 
monotone if and on!v if .#(I + .1’) = .I-“, i.e.. I + S is surjerti:,e. 
1.10. THEOREM II [6]. Let S: S+ _ \-* be masimal monotone and 
coerciz~e, i.e.. (“Vu, u)/11 u /I + -E as 1; u j\ - x’. Then 2(;2’) = .V,“. 
2.11. THEOREM III [6]. Let .\‘: .I---+ .I-* be hemicontinuous, monotone 
and coercive. Then N is maximal monotone and .9’(s) = S”. 
2.12. THEOREM IY [ 171. Let S be II monotone operatorfrom a subset of-\- 
into S v. If 2(.\‘) is open then hemicontinuit~v of .V is equiz,alent to its demi- 
continuit I’. 
2.13. Let Q be a mesure space and a be the u-algebra of subsets of 0. 
For any metric space I’, B, denotes the u-algebra of subsets of 1. generated 
by closed subsets of 1.. Then a function s from 0 into I’ is called a J--valued 
random variable if the inverse image, under R, of each Bore1 set BE B, 
belongs to J. 
2.14. Let (-Q,9) be a measurable space, Z- be a metric space and r be an 
arbitrary set. A mapping N from R ‘< r into I’ is called a random operator 
if for each fixed y E r, the function ‘V(., y) is a I--valued random variable. 
Thus let IS = C[a, b] and let (?[a, b] be the subspace of C[a, b] consisting 
of all functions whose first n derivatives are continuous. Then the operator 
T(w): R / P[a, b] --+ C[a, b] defined b! 
T(W) s[(t)] = f ak(w) (dk.v/dfk), t E [a, bl, 
I;=0 
where ak(w) are real valued random variables, is a random differential operator. 
For other examples of random operators one is referred to [2]. 
2.15. Let T be a random operator from R :<: S into I-. An equation of 
the type 
q., .$.)I = .v(.)* 
where F is a given random variable with values in I,‘, is called a random 
operator equation. 
Examples of random differential and integral equations may be seen in [1]. 
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2.16. Any mapping s(w): Q - .I- which satisfies T(w) Y(W) = .\*(w). a.e. 
is said to be a wide SPMZ solution of the abo\-e equation. 
2.17. Any -\--valued random variable x(w) which satisfies 
p((u: T(w) s(w) = J’(w).;) = I 
is said to be a raw/onr solution of the abo\-e equation. 
It must be noted here that a wide sense solution need not be a random 
solution. Thus, for esample. let .v = 2’ and let E be a nonmeasurable subset 
of 0. Let T(W): 3?l - :P be a random oprrator defined for every w E 0 and 
s E 2 as follows: T(W) s = .G - I. In this case the real vaked random 
variable C(O)) such that t(w) = 1 for e\-er!- CL) E Q is a random solution of the 
equation T(U) .v = 0. Howe\-er the real valued function v(w) defined b! 
is onI!- a wide sense solution of T(W) .v = 0. 
As another esample we present the following: Let Q = d be the space of 
all real numbers, let B be the a-algebra of all at most countable sets of real 
numbers and their complements, let p be a complete probability measure 
defined by p(E) = 0 if E is at most countable and p(E) = 1 otherwise. Let 
.I- = S? with the u-algebra S = d of all Bowl subsets of .II- and let T be a 
random operator of 0 ‘1 S into .I- defined b\ 
T(m. .x) = 0 for w = .P 
x 1 otherwise. 
Then the unique wide sense solution of the operator equation T(w) s = 0 
gi\-en by S(W) = o for each w is not a random solution since the set 
IW: s(w) : .: 0; does not belong to ~4. 
2.18. THEOREM 1’ [IS. 221. Let (0. B, CL) be u complete probability space, 
S be a separable metric space and 1. be (I metric space. Let T be a random 
operator from R ‘.: .I’ onto I* such that T(w, ) is inwrtibfe a s and T-‘(CO. .) 
is continuous. Then T-l is also CI rantlon~ oprwtor. 
2.19. THEOREM 1.1. Let (!?, B. p) be o complete probability space. .I- md 
Iv be separable Banach sp~puccs. --lsswne that T is (I rcdorn operator from .\- into 
I- such that for each W, T(W) is cienricontinuous. Then for an?* -l--e>alued random 
vnriable .Y the .function T( 0. X(W)) is a I.-ewlrtetl rimiorn .wriahle. 
Proof. Because T is drmicontinuous for each I.’ E I*’ the scalar-valued 
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function f(~, x) = (y”. T(w, x)) - is continuous in A- and measurable in w. 
Hence by standard argument for any -Y-valued random variable s(w), 
f(~, X(W)) = (J”, T(w, X(W))) is a random variable. Since this is true for each 
F* E I’” we conclude that the function T(U), X(W)) is random variable. 
3. RmDonr HAMUERSTEIN EQUATION INVOLVING 
RIONOTONE NONLINEARITIES 
In this section we consider a nonlinear integral equation of the t!-pe 
u(s, w) + I’ k(. _ I, \‘, w).f( J’, u( jv). w) l<V = a(s, w) 
- -r 
where 
(i) Z is a u-finite measure space. 
(ii) 0 is a measurable space. 
(iii) k(s, -I’, W) is a function from Z ,I: Z :.’ R into the space of all 
linear transformations on 2’1. 
(iv) fis a given nonlinear mapping from Z :: P :.’ R into@. 
(4 (I is a known function and u is an unknown function in the class 
of all n-vector functions on Z \,’ 0. 
Such an equation will be referred to as a nonlinear random Hammerstein 
equation. In order to consider this equation for the esistence of random 
solutions we transform it into an operator equation in the spirit of nonlinear 
functional analysis. Let 
(i) :Y be the random Nemytskii operator defined bj 
.V(w, Id) (y) =f(y, u(y), w); 
(ii) K be the random linear operator corresponding to the kernel 
k(s, ~9, W) defined b! 
The random Hammerstein equation may now be written as 
which is a random nonlinear operator equation. In order that the above 
operator equation make sense we hat-e to introduce hypotheses on k(s, 1, CU) 
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and the nonlinear Functionf(y, u, w)so that K and .V are well-defined random 
operators and the composition KS is well defined over a suitable space and 
maps the space into itself. 
Random Hammerstein equations where the nonlinrarities are of Lipschitz 
type have been studied by Bharucha-Reid [2] and Padgett and Tsokos [23]. 
Essentially the method consists in treating the operator form of the nonlinear 
Hammerstein equation as a fixed point of the random operator defined b! 
o\-er a suitable Banach space. One then imposes suitable growth hypotheses 
on Zi and :I’ so that KiY is a contraction map over a suitahle closed convex 
suhset into itself. 
In this section we study the nonlinear random Hammerstein equation 
where the nonlinear function -f has suitable monotonic properties, or, equi- 
valentll-. the operator ,V is monotone. \\‘e now pro1.e two theorems concerning 
the esistence CJf random soltitions of such Hammerstein equations. In the first 
of these theorems we prove the measurability- of the solution as a consequence 
of the randomness cJf the operators involved white in the second we establish 
the measurability of the solution by constructing an iterative technique for the 
solution following [7a]. 
THEOREM I. Let .\’ be n separable rejeske Banach space and let 
(i) S: S* - .Y be n hemicontinuous, monotone, bounded. nnd random 
operator; 
(ii) K: .Y - S” be a random linear monotone operator such that 
Then the random Hammerstein equation 
21 -1 KlVu = a 
has a unique random solution for each a(w) E A,“. 
Proof. \Ye rewrite the Hammerstein equation as 
Tu - K-‘(u - a) + ~VU 3 0. 
\\‘e now prove the existence of a unique solution for each fixed w, as in [4]. 
Since :V is hemicontinuous and Q(h’) -= S*, .V is maximal monotone (cf. 
2.1 I). Go, K being linear, bounded, and monotone, is masimal monotone. 
Thus K-1 is masimhl monotone. Since 9(S) = S”, we can apply the results 
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on perturbation of masimal monotone operators [6] to conclude that 
T: A-” + .Y is masimal monotone. Also 
Bl- hypotheses (ii) and the fact that 1V is monotone, it follows that T: I\‘* + .V 
is coercive. Thus, by 2.10. we conclude .2(T) = SW. Also if No , Us are any 
two solutions of the equation u + KY/t = 11, for each W, then 
Tu, = Tu, = 0. 
Hence 0 = (ilrul - iVus, u, - UJ + (K-l(u, - a) - K-‘(u, - a), z+ - uJ. 
Since S is monotone and (Ku. U) z:: ;L )I Ku 112. it follows from the above that 
0 :;z /’ 11 uI - u., 11~. Thus U, = u., . 
Hence for each fised W, the Hammerstein equation I( + KIVU = a has a 
unique solution. 
\Ye now show that the solution is random. \Ve achieve this ICI!, proving 
that (I + K.V)-1 is random. By 2.15, this is true if (I + K,V-l is continuous 
for each w. Since the operators :\? and K are random it follows hy the theorem 
on composition of operators [2] that KlV is random too. Also, as proved above, 
(I + KV-’ is uniquely defined for each W. \C’e now prove the continuity of 
(I + K.V)-l in two stages. \\‘e first show (I + K,V-’ is bounded. 
Let 11 a /I,r. < R and let (I + K&V)-’ a(w) = U(W). Then u + KI’u = a 
and we get 
p II a - u 11;. = p 11 K.\‘u 11;. 
;.I ( KiYU. .Tu j 
= (a - u, .z’u) 
= -(a - u, ,vu - h.u) + (12 - 11. &YUj 
5 II u - u ll,r’ II :ir12 Ilx 1 since .V is monotone. 
Thus, p II a - u /Ix. < I/ 1Vu I(,y . Since II u 1I.r. < R and N maps bounded sets 
of .I-* into bounded sets of .I-, it follows from the above that 1) ~11 < .-l(R), i.e., 
(I + KN)-l is bounded. 
Now let (I + KiV-l ai = ui(w), i = I, 2 and let R :‘-- 0 be such that 
11 a, 1I.r. < R. Then, from above. 11 ui 11 < .-i(R). =\lso 
(ul - u.J + (KNu, - KNu,) = a, - a2 
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Thus 
(-I?$ - .\‘I(, . tzl - a,) 
= (IVU, - .Yu, . u1 - u2) i- (-Vu, - :Yu, . h-Xu, - h-.l’u,) 
,-’ I/ h-.\-u, - h-A-u, 11;. , since ;Y is monotone 
I= /I ll(a, - NJ - (u, - l& 
;p 11 111 - II2 !I’,. - p I/ a, - 17, 1’;. . 
Hence 
Since I/ flu, I( , 1) .Yzr, I/ .:: -A(R), it foilo~~ that (I + k’)Y)-’ is continuous. 
Bv 2.18 we now conclude that (I + h-iv)-’ is a random operator. Hence if 
O(W) is measurable, it fnIlows that (I + K.z’)-1 a(~) is also so. This proves the 
theorem. 
\\‘e no\\ obtain a second result on the esistence of a unique random 
solution of the nonlinear Hammerstein equation which differs from the 
previous theorem in that we obtain the measurability by means of an iterative 
technique. In the process we obtain a rate of convergence too. 
THEOREM 2. Ler n separable rqflexive Banach space .\‘ and a real Hilberr 
space .5’ he such thnt (S. S. .Y”) is in ttortttal position. Let S: .V” 4 .I- be a 
random ttottlinear henrii~ottlinuous, boutrded, tnottolotte operator and let 
h-: .I- + .\-* be a randonr. linear s~wrtnetrir continuous monotone operator. 
Then (zt) K can be wriften M ,[*/ where 1” is n random linear operator 
,frottt S fo .I- V l7ttil J is the duitl of -/ ‘, ; and 
(bj The sequence I]‘%,,(cu) + a(o): where 73,,(~) is defined b>s 
:‘,,+1 = (t1l(n + 1)) et,, - (I!(,1 + 1)) ]h’[J+@,, + a] 
for atr\c rrrbitrurjr ttreasurable initial citoice vl(w) in .s’ converges to the unique 
rlwdottr solution U(W) qf fhe Hamtnersteitt equntion 
rind jurthet 
:’ y%f,,(W) + a(w) - u(w)11 = O(n-If’). 
Ptoqf. \\:e first establish the decomposition of K in the form /“I. Let 
K,, = K Is . Then K,,: S + .\’ is a positive continuuus operator. Thus KO 
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possesses a square root jI E B(S, S) such that & = J12. \Ve first show rhat 
Jl E B( S, S *). For any II E S, 
Thus we can estend continuousI!- 1, to an operator JE B(A\; S). And then 
the dual operator j” E B(S, .I-*). A%lso for 11, cl E S we have 
I <II, Z’ = (J%, 2’) == u, Jr, = ,u, j)“LI 
zzz J)U, Z’ 
and thus J* = Jl. 
Proceeding similarly we can show K = J”:J. \\‘e now prove that 1, I* are 
random if K is. Since j12 = K,, , it follows from the way in which the square 
root is defined that I1 is random. Hence. by extension, we conclude that J 
and /” are also so. For if -v(w) E .I- let .x,~ E .S such that s, -JV (S is dense in 
-I-). Thus, jr = lim, II(w)) s,, and the randomness of IL implies the random- 
ness of / and hence that of J”. 
The random Hammerstein equation can now be written as 
or 
Setting rd - u 
Now setting U, 
= 
u + /*J!\h = u(uJ) 
(u - 0) + /‘/i\‘U = 0. 
u1 , we obtain 
U) + j~]N(U) + a) = 0. 
: J*zT, 2’ E .2(J) we ohtain 
/*v + jXj;V(u, + n) = 0, 
J*[zf + ]:V(u, + u)] = 0. 
Since z’ and ]i\‘(Ul + n) both helong to .9(J) the above equation is of the type 
/*I4~ 5 0. UC E a(/). 
But J* is one-to-one on J?(/) and thus we conclude that 
Z! + ].V(J”z- + a) = 0. 
This equation is of the type T,zs = 0 where T,: S + S and thus the random 
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Hammerstein equation has been reduced to an equivalent one over S. If 
P’ t .S is a solution of T,v = 0 then U/“zq + u is a solution of the original 
Hammerstein equation. 
\\‘e no\\- show that T,v = 0 has a unique solution for each W. For anv two 
elements zsl , 7~~ t .E. 
T -> I< 1 - T,w2 . ‘Fl - ‘Z’., 
= 11 .Z’, -- ‘E2 11; + ,J:V(J’w, + 47) - JLV(/‘W~ + u), w, - 7’, 
= /I 711 - .Z’.) /I? + !V(j’U + a) - Ay/*u + a), /*u - .I*@~ 
:I .z>, - P’2 I/‘?, since S is monotone. 
Thus. T,: S 4 5' is monotone and coerciw (for Tp. u /(/u 1' ;. 
(11 el - 0 ~12;11 II ) ~- 11 To 11). Als(> 1 and J ‘. are continuous under the appro- 
priate topologies and S is hemicontinuous from .I- to S”, it follows by the 
theorem of E;ato (cf. 2.12) that S is demicontinuous. Thus T, is also so. 
Hence by 2.1 I. :4’( T,) == S and thus T,e7 = 0 has at least one solution. The 
solution is also unique since T, I. ‘r: strictI!- monotone. Finally the demi- 
continuity of J.V(J” + a) and the fact that 9(J*) = 5’ imply that T, is of 
the typr I + T2 , where T, is masimal monotone. Hence by [7a] it follows that 
the sequence I’,,+, = (fzi(N + I)) P’,, - (I/(tr -}- I)) JL\‘[J*un + fz] converges 
tc.1 the unique solution v(Li of T,nq = 0 and further, 
I’ .i’,, ~ <’ ;’ = qn- “1). 
Hence the sequence J*v,Jw) + U(W) converges to the unique solution u(w) 
of the Hammerstein equation (since I( J” llsfy..r.) is bounded) and 
I, j%‘,,(“,, - U(“J) ~ U(W)IIK. = qn- 2). 
By Theorem 2.19 and the ver!- definition of the sequence 7’,, , it follows that 
that ‘I’,, is a measurablr sequence and hence the solution is random. 
4. RANDOM NONLINEAR DIFFERENTL~L EQLIAT~ONS 
In this section we consider random nonlinear ditierential equations of the 
type 
El4 = ,vu (4.1) 
where E is a random differential operator and S is a random nonlinear 
operator. If E is such that . t‘^(E) = 0 then the above equation could be 
rewritten as 
u - (E-1) R’u = 0, 
and this reduces to an equation of the Hammerstein type. If -E-l is positive, 
then under suitable monotonicity hypotheses on S, we can apply the results 
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of Section 3 to obtain the existence of random solutions to (4.1). In this 
section we discuss the case when M(E) F (0} and (for sake of simplicity) 0 is 
an eigenvalue of the associated linear problem. This corresponds to the case of 
resonance and the random differential equation (4.1) with a nonlinear 
right-hand side corresponds to the case of nonlinear perturbations at 
resonance. In the deterministic case this problem haa heen the subject of 
study of several authors and is widely referred to ;ls the method of Alternative 
Problems. The essential idea is to split the differential equation into an 
equivalent system of two operator equations, one of which is o\-er J’(Ej 
and the other is over .1 ‘(E)‘. This method, which dates back to Lyapuno\~ 
and Schmidt, was put in a functional analytic setting by Cesari [S]. In the 
random case, an important point to be noted is that when we invert E over 
., I ‘(E)l we are dealing with the generalized in\-erse of E and the randomness 
of this follows from Theorem 3.18. Another important point to he noted is 
that ..+ ‘(E) changes with W. 
Let E be a random positive self-adjoint ditierential operator mapping a 
separable reflexive Banach space S” into a real Hilhert space S’ where 
(S, S, dY*.) is in normal position. Xlso let N be a random nonlinear operator 
from S” to S. \\‘e assume that the associated eigenvalue problem of E. i.e., 
Ex + As = 0, together with the boundary conditions, have a countable system 
of eigenvalues {A,(W)), A,(U) > 0, ,\,( 01 + cc and a corresponding complete )
orthonormal system of eigenfunctions {d,(w)). which form a basis for .S. Let 
So(w) = ,t”(E). which is finite dimensional = id, . . . . . $,,,j, and let 
P: .S+ S,,(w) be the idempotent projection operator. Also let H: .S - S’ be a 
linear operator such that 
H(I - P) Ex = (I - P) s for all .Y E S”. 
Now the operator E: .Y” L S 4 S is continuous and random. Hence it is 
separable with respect to .Y*. Also H is bounded. 1Ve can then conclude by 
2. I8 that H is a random operator. Further, this implies that d(H) is measur- 
ably hut:%3H = -l’(S)‘. Hence .S,,, = .,,t’(E) is measurable. Thus H(Z - P) is 
measurable. (The measurability of P and H follows from the fact that, under 
our hypothesis, the Aj’s are measurable and the vr’s can he measurnbl! 
chosen.) Then H satisfies i’-H(I - P) s, x‘ ;; A,,,+,(w) 11 - H(I - P) x 112 
for all s E -I-‘“. Clearly H is the generalized inverse of E and hy virtue of 3.18 
(due to Nashed and Salehi), - H(I - P): S’ + .Y”, is a random operator. 
By applying the operator H(I - P) to the random differential equation 
E.Y = ,\‘.Y we get 
or 
(I - Pj s = H(Z - P) A’s 
.v - H(I - P) IY.V = P.v. (4.2) 
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Thus every solution of the random differential equation is a solution of (4.2). 
If s E S* is a solution of (4.2), then, by applying E to both sides of (4.2), 
Hence any solution of (4.2) is a solution of (4.1) if and only if 
P(E.v -- .\:I.) = 0. (4.3) 
But P: S -..V(E) and thus (4.3) reduces to 
P.\'.v := 0. (4.4) 
If, however, the random Hammerstein equation 
.V - H(I - P) iYS I= .V"(W), (4.5) 
for any arbitrary X”(Q) E S’,, , has a unique solution .t.(ti,j then Eq. (4.4) can be 
rewritten as 
PS[I - H(Z - P)X-'.\.~+(u,) = 0. (4.6) 
\\‘e have thus, under the above circumstances, reduced the random nonlinear 
differential equation (-1.1) to the equii-alent system of operator equations (4.5) 
and (4.6). This form of splitting (4. I) is due to Cesari and Kannan [IO]. Since 
E is s!*mmetric it follows that -H(I - P) is also so and thus (4.5) is of the 
type of Hammerstein equations considered in Section 3. Applying Theorems I 
and 2, we conclude that Eq. (4.5) h as a unique solution for each S*(W) E S,, 
if S is hemicontinuous, random, bounded, and monotone. Also the operator 
(I - ff(1- P) ,‘I’)-’ is continuous as in Theorem I. Hence the operator 
(I - [/(I - P) S)-l is a random operator. 
\\‘e now consider the aolvahility of Eq. (4.6) for exh lised w. Equation 
(4.6) is of the type 
T# -0 
where T2 is a nonlinear random operator from S, into itself. \\‘e now show that 
for each w, T2 is maximal monotone. For any two elements s”. JB* of .SO let .v 
and ~1 be the unique solution of (4.5) so that 
.\‘ - H(I - P) :vs == s", J' - H(1 - P),VJ, =: J". 
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Now 
T,s" - TzyL,x* -J" 
= 'PX[Z - H(Z - P) I - PA']-1 .s* 
- PAV[Z - H(Z - P) AylJ", s"' - j'* 
= :'.Y.r - ‘I:\!, .s* - -\' I 
= Lv.s - xy, s - J' f ss - r\;r, -H(Z - P) [KS - fly; 
3 0, 
since both 9 and -H(Z - P) are monotone. 
Also [I - H(Z - P) N-1 is continuous as in Theorem 1. Since N is 
demicontinuous (by 2.12) it follows that PN[Z - H(Z - P) X-l is demi- 
continuous from S,, into itself. Hence T, is maximal monotone over S,, . 
Finalh 
because 
.S - H(Z - P) 1V.S = S* 
implies 
P.r = .s&, i.e., /I s” I/ >< /I .s I[ . 
Hence, as II .P II -+ a, 11 .x/j + ,z and thus if .Y is coercive, T, is also. Hence 
we conclude that the random differential equation 
has at least one solution for each W. if S is random, hemicontinuous, bounded, 
monotone, and coercive. 
M’e now prove the randomness of the solution. iye first show that if X*(W) 
is any random solution of Eq. (4.6) then the corresponding unique solution 
s(w), of (4.5) is random. For we know .r - H(Z - P) ,V.v = xx or 
x(tu) = [I - H(Z - P) .1’]-1 s”(w). 
But, N being bounded as in Theorem I, we know (I - H(Z - P) ;V)-r is 
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continuous. LVe have also proved that (I - H(I - P) .A’)-’ is defined for 
each xc. Hence. by 2.18, (I - H(I - P) A.j- ’ is a random operator. Hence, if 
X*(W) is measurable, the corresponding .y(wj is measurable. The bifurcation 
equation (4.6) may be written as 
PA’[I - H(I - P) A’]-’ P.i” = 0. 
By what has been shown above, the operator 
T3s = PN[I - H(Z - P) :2:1-l Ps 
is masimal monotone over S. i\‘e now apply a theorem due to Bruck [7a, b] 
and conclude the following: Since (I - H(I - P) A’-l is bounded as shown 
in the proof of Theorem I, N and P arc also bounded; we can apply Theo- 
rem 3 of Bruck [7b] and conclude the following: 
There exists y >.- 0 and sequences {As] and {P,; such that 
(i) P < Pn 5: 1 and P,, is decreasing; 
(ii) lim C, = 0; 
(iii) 0 <: A,, and there esists an increasing sequence {n(i)} of positive 
integers such that 
rzlrt1l 
lim inf PrSfir 2 A; I 0, 
and 
(iv) ,4,/P* < y for all n. 
For any initial guess x1* belonging to a ball of radius y about the origin, 
the sequence 
converges to the solution of (4.6) of minimum norm. 
Thus the operator T3 over 5’ (independent of CU) is maximal monotone and 
the sequence constructed above converges in 5’ to the solution of Tg = 0 
of minimum norm. However, as we change u the above sequence of random 
variables does not depend on the w, and thus the randomness of T3 and a 
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choice of a random xl* ensures that the solution X*(W) of minimum norm of 
(4.6) is measurable. This implies that the corresponding X(W) of Eq. (4.5) 
is random. -4nd thus we have obtained a radom solution to the random non- 
linear differential equation. \\‘e thus have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3. Let E: .I-” - .S he a self-&joint random dlfiermtial operator 
with e&nvalues (A,(W);. ,\, ‘: 0, ,\; - ,z. Let :Y: .I-,” -+ .Y be a random, hen/i- 
continuous wzonotone and coercive operator. 
Then the random nonlinear d#erential equation 
has a random solution. 
Eu = h’u 
5. EIMPLES 
In this section we will consider some examples of random nonlinear 
equations to illustrate the results of the earlier sections. 
ESARIPLE I. Let us consider the random differential equation 
.f” = f(t, x, s’, w) 
x(0) = 0, x(I) + ((f.0) s’(I) = 0. 
(5 I) 
Boundary value problems of this type arise in the study of the trans\-erse 
vibrations of an elastic string. The support coefficient E(w) is a nonnegative 
real valued random variable. \\‘e will be looking for solutions of the above 
problem are random functions with values in k,[O, I]. Bharucha-Reid [2] 
considers the associated eigenvalue problem for studying the nature of the 
eigenvalues. 
It is a routine calculation to show that the linear differential operator E 
defined by Es = -x”, 9(E) = {s E H”[O. I], i.e., the set of all those functions 
which are absolutely continuous together with their first derivative and whose 
second derivative is in L,[O, I] and s(t) satisfies the boundary conditions}, 
is symmetric, i.e., ‘\ E.Y,~v,~ = ,s, EJ, for x, J’ E Q(E) and : E.v, .Y 
.Y E’(E). Finally it must be noted that = f’(E) = (0). 
2: 0 for all 
ESAMPLE 2. A second example of a random integral equation of the 
Hammerstein type arises in the consideration of nonlinear problems of 
forced vibrations. Thus we consider the nonlinear differential equation 
s” +j(t, s, s’, w) = g(t, w) 
s(0) = .u( I) = 0 
(5.3) 
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where the forcing function g(r, w’) is a random function. Once again WC ma! 
define E to be the linear differential operator such that 
3(E) = Is E H’[O, I]; s(0) =: s(I) = 0: 
E.v = -.r”. 
It can be easily seen that E is symmetric. self-adjoint, and ,,:E.v, .v .;- 0 
for all .v E Y(E). Also . t‘(E) = :O;. Hence we can invert E and rewrite the 
abo1.e nonlinear problem as 
\’ + E-‘:Vs = 0 
where .\:~ = -f(t. v, s’. 0)) + y(,t, w). 
\Ve now nrite down the ahove nonlinear problems in their Hammerstein 
integral equation forms as follow: for the nonlinear problem (5.2) the kernel 
k(t, s), which is the Green’s function of the associated boundary \-alue 
problem, is of the form 
k(t.s)=s(l -t) 0’ S<l.:I 
= f(l - F) 0 >. I ...I s : I 
IYe now can reivrite the nonlinear random differential equation (5.2) as 
s(f. w) = - f1 yt, s) [g(t, m) - f(t. .Y, s’, w)] l/S. 
* 0 
\\‘e now rewrite the nonlinear problem 
s” = j(t. .v. s’, w) 
x(Oj = 0. .x’(I) = E(w) s(l) = 0. 
Proceeding as in the above problem. this random nonlinear boundary value 
problem of the Yturm Liouville type can he formulated as the following 
Hammerstein random integral equation 
.\(t, 1”) = 1’ k(t, 5, c”)f(t. s, s’. w) dv 
- 0 
where the random kernel k(!, S. w) is of the form 
k(r, 3. Q) = g(t. s) - (Hw)l( I + 5(w)) ts 
and 
,y(t. s) == 1. t -s 
c, 5 t. 
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Here s(/. s) is the Green’s function for the boundary value problem with 
5 = 0. 
These rewritten forms of the random Hammerstein equations for the above 
mentioned nonlinear random boundary value problems are of the types 
considered in Section 3 and then one can apply the results of that section to 
obtain esistence of random solutions under appropriate hypotheses on f. 
\\‘e now present a nonlinear random partial differential equation involving 
the biharmonic operator which is of special importance in problems of 
elasticity and buckling. Thus we consider the nonlinear random boundar!- 
value problem 
d’u = f(xv Ii, w) in 0 
I( = Llu -zz 0 on m 
where R is a smooth, bounded set in #‘. Clearly the operator E = A”, together 
with the boundary conditions with appropriate domain, is a positive self- 
adjoint operator whose domain is dense in S = L,(Q) and whose range is 
closed. Hence the esistence of an H-operator follows. \\‘e can now appl! 
Theorem 2 of Section 3 to obtain the existence of a unique random solution 
under appropriate monotonicity properties on f. An interesting observation 
here is that the differential operator E may be rewritten in the form TT’ where 
T and T” are defined by 
Y(T) == .S{H’(Q)), Tu =Ju 
and 
Q( T*) = (U E H’(Q) 1 u = Au = 0 on &Q} 
T”u = -1~. 
This splitting of E naturally induces a splitting of --H(Z - P) in the form 
/*I WI- 
Xs was pointed out at the beginning of Section 4, when we have a random 
nonlinear differential equation of the t!-pe 
Eu + d\(w) N = :\:u 
where h(w) is an eiegenvalue of the associated eigenvalue problem, we have 
the case of nonlinear perturbations at resonance. As an illustration of the 
ideas of Section 4 we have the following nonlinear problem: 
S” + As + .f(x. s’, t, co) = g(t, w) 
x(0) = x(27r). x’(0) = s’(277). 
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This corresponds to the case of randomly forced oscillations of a simple 
harmonic mOticJn. If we define E to be the linear differential operator 
9(E) = {s E H"[O, h] I s(0) = x(24, s'(O) = s'(2n)j 
Es = -s'*, 
then the eigenvalues of the associated linear problem are given b!- ,\,, = n”, 
n = 0, I ,..., and thus, when A takes any one of these values, we have the 
case of perturbation at resonance. However, we may apply the results of 
Section 4 to obtain the esistence of random solutions under suitable monn- 
tonicit!- hypotheses on j. 
As an illustration of these discussions we state two results on the existence 
of random solutions to nonlinear random boundary value problems [lb]. 
E.uhlPLE 3. Let G:R x D +.R be a function which is continuous and 
monotone increasing on 8. Let x0 > 0 and ill,, > 0 be constants such that 
Let a be a real number and /3(t, W) b e a random function taking values in 
Le[O. 27r]. Then the random nonlinear boundary value problem 
s” + as’ + G(s, w) = B(f, w) 
s(0) = s(?n), x’(0) = s’(377) 
has a random solution. If in addition, G is strictly increasing then the random 
solution is unique. 
EUhlPLE 4. Consider the random nonlinear problem 
s* = f(t, s, w) 
s(0) = 0, .I.( I) + 5(w) x’(1) = 0. 
Let f(f, y, U) be measurable in all of its arguments and continuous in >’ 
and let j(t, -7, w) be nondecreasing in J. Then there exists a unique random 
solution to the above nonlinear problems. 
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